
Judy’s Jotting – January/February 2020 

So sincere apologies for not getting a jotting out , and for this one being a bit brief too, but I am taking 

advantage of the extra last day in February!!!! 

Where did the time go??  

Firstly, for me, and it was really nice, was a visit mid-January to mid-February of my mum and dad, aunt 

and uncle. We had good times sharing together, time getting to know the staff and children at Hope 

Home and at CAM, and lots of food !!! We also had a wonderful restful 5 days at the beach, which seems 

like an age away now. It was very special for the CAM staff in particular to have time with mum and dad, 

and for my family to get to know my Thai family even better. 

The day my family left little Joy decided to become extra unwell, and after an anxious night we ended up 

in intensive care at the hospital the next morning with severe pneumonia again. She was in hospital just 

over 2 weeks, and been back home a couple of days – her birth mum is now visiting her and staying with 

us for a few days, but sadly her mum had gone down with a fever and unwell today so I am going to 

have to keep them separate. Pray for swift healing there please, and for Joy to be able to stay well and 

strong. 

So in answer to where did the time go?.....pretty much in and out of hospitals, covering shifts at the 

home so that others can stay in with the children and then all the usual responsibilities and work at 

CAM, and with TBMF responsibilities. Having said that it has been an enjoyable two months with 

multitude happy memory making moments and much to praise God for – basically all the rest of us have 

come through a period of mild flu symptoms and managed to stay inpatient free, and enough staff per 

day to cover our needs.  

We now join the fun of all children being off school for 2 months. We like it really, just added chaos but 

fun chaos at the home. Unfortunately with all the Corona stuff, and our exceedingly bad air pollution 

right now, it is not advised to go out on trips to public places, and not advised to be playing outside, 

even if masked up. Pray for our sanity.  

CAM is now at a point of transition, with some still, as yet, unconfirmed decisions as to the future. We 

know we are joining two units of the CCT to reform one unit-so we join with the child protection team 

and the social development unit. The staff will merge, and our work and projects will eventually merge. 

CAM meets in a different building to everyone else, due to being an anonymous clinic and safe 

environment for our clients who do not want other church related people to see them, since many still 

keep their HIV status a secret. This may well need to change since we think our staff and all our clobber 

will be moving into the main CCT office building up the road, but as yet not enough space or desks for us 

all to go. It will get sorted and we will find ways for our clients to meet us safely elsewhere, away from 

where others might see them. The good news is though is that we are continuing! So there is a big 

element of relief there. My role will become more complex with the merged department, but a 

challenge is always good I guess. The move over starts on May 1st so we still have time. 

I will leave this as this for now else February will be gone……much else happened and maybe next week I 

will send a photo depiction of the last 2 months.  

For now, God Bless, and keep safe and well in these uncertain times –much love Judy 


